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How will this work as 
an online class?
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Communications
Pre-recorded lectures 

(approx. 45 minutes twice a week)

Interactive sessions 
(approx. 30 minutes twice a week)

Office hours 
(approx. 8 hours a week)

Canvas discussion boards
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Zoom Etiquette

For interactive sessions

For office hours
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Live Polling
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Today we will try Poll Everywhere

go to pollev.com/haptics  

or 

text haptics to 22333 once to join
and then text your response

(response might be a letter, a word, etc.)

http://pollev.com/haptics






Assessments

Assignments 
(one each week)

Quizzes 
(total of 3)

Group Activities 
(paper presentation 
and haptic demo)
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50% 

30% 

20%

need 50% on 
each component 

for an “S”



Hapkits
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We will mail each student a Hapkit
($50 course fee to offset hardware cost paid via Axess)



Teaching Staff
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Allison Okamura
(call me Allison!)

BS ME UC Berkeley 1994 
MS ME Stanford 1996 
PhD ME Stanford 2000

Moonlighting at Immersion

Johns Hopkins 2000-2011

Stanford 2011-present
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TwD;F/xzJ Robot Finger 

Figure 6: Experimental Apparatus 

ing was necessary to move the. fingers over the surface 
of the object. A hybrid force/velocity control was used 
to obtain smooth sliding over flat surfaces with bump 
features (0.5-1.5 mm wires placed on the surface). 

During motion, joint angle potentiometers were 
used to determine the position of the center of the 
hemispherical fingertip. The location of the contact 
point on the fingertip was then used to determine the 
direction of the contact normal, which was filtered to 
reduce noise. The center of the fingertip can be sensed 
to within f0.2 mm and the contact location can be es- 
timated within f 0 . 5  mm. A tension differential-type 
torque sensor is used to measure torque in the joints 
and calculate the Cartesian force at the fingertip. 

Because the fingertip is spherical, the contact loca- 
tion on the finger gives the tangent and normal of the 
rigid surface. The velocity of the fingertip tangent to 
the surface and the force normal to the surface were 
controlled using a simple proportional law. The fin- 
ger moved with an average speed of 0.03 m/sec and a 
normal force of 1 f 0.01 N. 

4.2.2 Results 

Each of the algorithms outlined in Figure 4 was tested 
using the data from these experiments. Algorithm (1) 
often resulted in false negative identifications because 
the estimated surface was obtained directly from the 
contact point. Concave curvature features on the ob- 
ject were overlooked because of curvature limitations; 
the data are these points are automatically smoothed 
to the radius of curvature of the fingertip. Using al- 
gorithm (2), spikes in the contact normal indicated 
the presence of negative curvature (concave) features. 
This method does not provide good detection of pos- 
itive (convex) features, because the normal direction 
does not change as quickly at those points. 

Using algorithm (3), features were extracted using 
the curvature of the traced surface, then mapped to 
an estimated surface. This algorithm performed the 
best for our application of small bump features on a 
flat surface. Figure 7 shows the traced and estimated 
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Figure 7: Feature detection with a robotic finger 
roiling/sliding on a 45" surface with a 0.65 mm bump 
feature 

Figure 8: Close up of estimated object surface data 

surfaces and features detected for a bump on a flat 
surface angled at 45 degrees, with a 0.65 mm diame- 
ter wire stretched across the surface. Figure 8 shows 
a close up view of the unsmoothed estimated object 
surface data in a region with no features. The orien- 
tation of the object is the same as that in Figure 6. 
Algorithm (4) resulted in false negatives for the same 
reason as algorithm (1): using the estimated surface to 
determine locations with high curvature is not feasible 
because of the curvature limitations. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this work, we have defined features for the con- 
text of robotic haptic exploration with curved finger- 
tips. Features may be identified using the curvatures 
of traced or estimated surfaces, without tactile sensor 
data. In particular, the traced surface described by 

2935 



Allison Okamura
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Warning: Interactive 
sessions may be 

interrupted by my kids!

Collaborative Haptics 
and Robotics in 
Medicine Lab



Brandon Ritter
(call him Brandon!)
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BS ME Stanford 
Graduating with his 
MS this quarter

More from Brandon…



Zonghe Chua
(call him Zong!)
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BS ME Illinois 
3rd year PhD student

Collaborating with 
Intuitive Surgical to 
understand the role of 
haptics in surgery and 
surgical training



You
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Breakout Rooms
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Now we will try splitting you into groups of 
approximately 4 students, and having you 

engage in a breakout session

In this session, figure out: 
What is one thing you have in common? 

What is one thing unique to each individual in 
the group?

enter your one-word answer at pollev.com/haptics or
[text haptics to 22333 once to join and then]

text your one-word response

http://pollev.com/haptics






That’s it!

Make sure to watch the posted 
lecture videos before Thursday’s

interactive session

You are welcome to stay for Office 
Hours/Q&A with Allison until 10 am.

Question queue:  
https://tinyurl.com/HapticsAllison
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